Prefix Assimilation ad-

Matching
Directions: Read the words and definitions. Draw a line from each word to its definition.

1. easily understood
2. to agree to
3. to have respect for
4. the process of wearing down
5. a body part such as a limb

Choose the Word
Directions: Read the sentences and choose the word that is spelled correctly AND makes sense in the sentence. Write the word in the blank.

6. The ________________ works with a more experienced carpenter to learn new skills.
   adprentice  assignment  apprentice  acsignment

7. For ________________ to the special music school, Larry had to pass an audition.
   approach  admission  adproach  atmission

8. Grandmother asked Rosa to ________________ her to church.
   ascompany  adsemble  accompany  assemble

9. Becky’s ________________ voice was clear and firm as she told the bullies to go away.
   assertive  adtentive  apsertive  attentive

10. As soon as I ________________ enough money from my allowance, I will buy a guitar.
    asttract  accumulate  attract  ascumulate